
There’s a new addition to the Geotab marketplace to tell you about - It’s called True 
Fuel, by Vnomics.  

It’s a software tool that reduces fuel costs by minimizing the impact of driver behavior 
on fuel consumption.  True Fuel combines real-time, in-cab driver fuel coaching and 
unique fuel efficiency insights that separate the impact of drivers from other factors 
impacting MPG, so that you know how well you’re really doing in terms of fuel 
economy and exactly how to go about improving it.  

Fleets using True Fuel are getting a 3-10% improvement in their fuel economy, starting 
immediately after deployment. 
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Lots of factors impact fuel economy. Most of them are outside drivers’ control. In fact, 

most are outside a fleet’s control on a day-in/day-out basis. 

MPG data obscures the impact of individual factors - It’s an opaque measure and not a 

very good KPI. True Fuel focuses on understanding and improving the driver impact, 

because, despite engine and drivetrain improvements, drivers STILL have a significant 

influence on fuel economy based on how well they drive, even for the most modern 

tractors. That impact has been proven to be up to 30%. But you can’t tell that from 

MPG or telematics data, which is why couldn’t easily go after this opportunity to reduce 

fuel costs before. Now, with True Fuel, you can.



True Fuel’s in-cab coaching provides audible tones whenever drivers are being fuel-

inefficient, to arrest the worst causes of fuel waste as they occur. The coaching 

focuses on the biggest sources of driver-induced fuel waste, for all engine and drive 

train types: engine speed control (over-revving), excessive idling and highway 

speeding. The coaching uses audible tones, so it’s not visually distracting. And it’s 

exception-based—True Fuel only alerts drivers when they cross specific fuel 

inefficiency thresholds set by True Fuel's patented software and by you, the fleet. 

In addition to the coaching tones, True Fuel is able to precisely calculate how much 

fuel is wasted by various inefficient driver behaviors throughout the course of each trip. 

That allows True Fuel to calculate what the MPG would have been on that trip if the 

driver had been fuel-efficient, given the same truck, load, and route - Vnomics calls it 

the “Potential MPG”.



Comparing the Actual MPG to the Potential MPG shows how fuel-efficient the driver 

was on each trip, on a 100 point scale—a simple, yet comprehensive metric when it 

comes to fuel economy—much better and more informative than MPG.  It’s fair to 

drivers, which is important if you’re assessing driver fuel performance for 

compensation or incentive purposes.  And the accompanying analytics automatically 

highlight the specific opportunities to improve, with easy to use rankings by driver, 

vehicle and causes of fuel waste.



It’s great technology AND it’s easy to deploy and use.  Here are the key elements.  

You get:

• The in-cab coaching, which really does the heavy lifting.  The impact is 

IMMEDIATE

• The simple driver-efficiency metric, automatically generated (which by the way is 

perfect for a driver fuel incentive program, as it measures drivers fairly based only 

on what they control, so drivers will like it).  There’s also an optional driver mobile 

app for post-trip feedback to the drivers, so they know how well they did trip-by-trip 

or by month.

• Easy to use, automated reports sent to you weekly, show how your drivers are 

performing from a comparative fuel efficiency standpoint, across the fleet.  You 

don’t have to do any work, they just come to you, so you know immediately where 

to focus your attention.  No data dumps or complex spreadsheets to sort through or 

maintain.

• An easy to use, data-rich web portal with additional fuel efficiency insights, along 

with an open API, that you can use to power other fleet decisions that are impacted 

by fuel.



Here are the success stories of just a few of the fleets using True Fuel’s tool suite and patented 
software – They’ve reduced their annual fuel spend significantly! The typical ROI fleets realize 
with True Fuel is 300+%!

In addition to the fuel savings, your fleet will see the additional benefits of…
• Fair Driver Assessment, which leads to more engaged and motivated drivers
• A driver that pays more attention to their driving behaviors will inherently be a safer driver
• More fuel-efficient driving will also have less wear and tear on the trucks, so you’re 

maintenance costs will go down
• From True Fuel’s patented software, you’ll be able to accurately assess whether trucks are 

spec’d properly for the work they’re doing – If not, you can solve by either selling and 
purchasing new, or simply by dispatching them on routes which are more appropriate

• And finally, by burning less fuel you’ll also reduce your carbon footprint

Based on everything we’ve covered, are you interested in learning more about how True Fuel 
can help your fleet?
*If yes: “Let’s put you in touch with the Vnomics experts - They have easy to understand 
demonstration tools and a demonstration process that will really make this easy to understand 
and validate for yourself - When can we set something up?”
*If no: “Ok, no problem – Can I ask why?  It’ll help me understand your fleet’s priorities.”  (Learn 
why and provide the feedback to Vnomics.)
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